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STRENGTH AND AESTHETICS

FA 50N A - SYSTEM FEATURES
Among the Yawal facade systems there is a new product overlapping system FA 50N A.
This solution is based on our recognized and appreciated basic facade
system FA 50N. The structure of this system allows for designing and
building light mullion-transom curtain walls, installed on wooden or steel
supporting structure of a building.
Such a combination provides durable, strong and aesthetic curtain that
covers the underlying architectural form.
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ALUMINIUM + ARCHITECTURE

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
possibility of application as facade walls,
large selection of termination bars and masking strips,

OVERLAPPING FACADE SYSTEM FA 50N A

possibility of creating a semi-structural curtain (SL),
excellent thermal insulation 0.6 W/m2K for HI facade and 0.8 W/m2K
for semi-structural facade,
good tightness,
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MULLION CROSS-SECTION FA 50N A

This newest system is dedicated to creating glazed facades for buildings such as banks, hotels, public buildings, offices, sports
halls, etc. The glass curtain thus created provides appropriate lighting of the interiors, its presentation and protection from
various weather conditions. Furthermore, due to large selection of available masking strips and termination bars, it is possible to
shape the facade freely with regard to its geometry and colour scheme. It is also possible to create a semi - structural version of
the facade and form homogeneous and smooth surface.
This system is perfect for designing and shaping temporary, unbounded and unlimited architectural forms.

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - FA 50N A
Profile width

50 mm

Glazing range

6÷62 mm

Thermal insulation

Uf from 0,6 W/m2K
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